the most effective way to know a person's "true" self is through that individual's own voice.
Atkinson and Silverman identify three conditions distinguishing the interview society that was just coming into visibility in James's time. First, the individual has to be perceived as a worthwhile source of information. Second, various professions need to be in place in order to elicit and record personal testimony. And third, a mass communications media is necessary for the distribution of the interview to readers. While particular kinds of interrogation have always taken place, it was not until the second half of the nineteenth century that the press began to consider individuals as valuable or even appropriate sources of knowledge about their own experience. 3 As late as the end of the nineteenth century, it was still socially unacceptable in many circles for a journalist to question a stranger about personal matters. In 1901 one of James's contemporaries, Lady Broome, complained: "My experience of being interviewed began many years before the invention of the present fashion of demanding from perfect strangers answers to questions which one's most intimate friend would hesitate to ask." 4 The interviewing method that would become a defining feature of modern journalism was still in its infancy at the beginning of the twentieth century.
It has become something of a commonplace for legal historians to point out that the right to privacy was not defined until it was thought to be endangered. According to sociologist Edward Shils, the "intrusive perception" of watchdog occupations such as journalism posed the greatest threat to the informal privacy enjoyed at the end of the nineteenth century. 5 Similar accounts of public life at this time have identified a tenuous separation between the public realm of impersonal institutions and the private realm of intimate relationships. 6 Privacy, in these ac-loss of privacy to an invasive press. 10 Yet, as recent studies of James have begun to recognize, the very technologies blamed for encroachment were in fact responding to the increasing anonymity of urban life, which fueled a desire to read about other people in the newspapers. 11 Defenders of privacy rights seldom considered that the most serious obstacle to their establishment might not be legal. One exception was the defense of privacy made in 1890 by Edward Lawrence Godkin, who had persuaded James to write reviews for The Nation and was later cited as a source by Warren and Brandeis. Godkin's essay for Scribner's Magazine concedes that individuals vary in their desire for privacy and, in what amounts to a troublesome point for any defense, that some people have no wish to protect it at all: "To some persons it causes exquisite pain to have their private life laid bare to the world, others rather like it." 12 Soon after the publication of Warren and Brandeis's article, Godkin wrote a piece for The Nation predicting that legal intervention would be ineffective with newspapers because of their popularity: "a very large proportion of every community nowadays dislike privacy so much for themselves that they are very unlikely to help other people to secure it. It has to struggle against the passion for notoriety on the part of obscure people-one of the strongest of social forces to-day." 13 A major obstacle to privacy rights, then, was the simple fact that many people did not want them, as inexplicable as this idea may have seemed to its defenders such as Warren, Brandeis, Godkin, and James. Yet the desire to appear in the newspapers-"the passion for notoriety" cited by Godkin-ultimately poses a more profound problem in James's fiction than does the relatively straightforward defense of privacy against invasive journalists 346 nineteenth-century liter ature for which James has been credited. James's tales about journalism such as "The Papers" (1903) were among the first to identify changing conceptions of intimacy brought about by new communication technologies that had only recently become a part of everyday life. This essay begins by considering James's "The Papers" within the print culture at the turn of the century, and then it examines how the conversational format of the interview became the focal point for James's critique of newspaper publicity as well as of a society in which intimate personal stories were becoming a defining feature of public life.
One incident from Henry James's life that is known to have influenced his attitude toward journalistic invasions of privacy deserves recounting here for the specificity with which it singles out the practice of interviewing. In October 1886 Julian Hawthorne published a private conversation with his former Harvard tutor James Russell Lowell under the heading "Lowell in a Chatty Mood" in the New York World. 14 Lowell's response in the Boston Advertiser insisted: "nobody could ever have been more surprised and grieved than I by Mr. Julian Hawthorne's breach of confidence in his report of my conversation with him. . . . It never entered my head that the son of my old and honored friend was 'interviewing' me. If it had he would have found me dumb." 15 It is not surprising that the World editors, under the heading "The Lowell Interview," defended Hawthorne's conduct. 16 The next day, in an editorial, they suggested: "Mr. Lowell is not the first man of distinction who has been shocked by seeing his own freely expressed opinions in print. They are often distressing." 17 Lowell responded with a statement defending the privacy of all individuals against henry james's "the papers" 347 unnecessary public exposure: "The life of a man into whose private affairs the public assumes the right to look is far from agreeable at the best, but on the terms which Mr. Hawthorne seems willing to justify it would be unbearable." 18 Hawthorne's final letter to the press went unacknowledged by Lowell, who watched in mortification as the press continued to discuss the affair for the next two months. Afterward, Henry James in a notebook entry condemned in the most explicit terms Hawthorne's "beastly and blackguardly betrayal" of Lowell (this notebook entry, along with an indiscreet letter published in the World by Mary Marcy McClellan, would provide the material for James's short novel The Reverberator, published in 1888). 19 The incident was a vivid example for James of how drastically public exposure could affect the meaning of a private conversation, a fate he sought to avoid by burning any potentially indiscreet correspondence to which he had access. The first published interviews were discomforting for audiences not accustomed to such personal forms of news. The emergence of the interview in American newspapers during the early 1860s has been well documented by historians. 20 The British press refused to adopt the method until nearly two decades later, though audiences were able to read amusing excerpts from the American papers, in reviews such as "Interviewing Extraordinary" in All the Year Round, long before the interview became standard practice. 21 Use of the interview confirmed for many critics the degradation of a British press that had formerly distanced itself from the intrusive New York newspapers once ridiculed by Charles Dickens through parodic titles such as the Peeper, Private Listener, and Keyhole Reporter. One of the first interviews in England took place when Liberal politician W. E. Forster agreed to be interviewed by W. T. Stead in October 1883, under the condition that Forster be permitted to revise the manuscript before publication. Stead would become Britain's most vocal advocate for the practice of interviewing in the pages of the Pall Mall Gazette, which under his editorship published more than one hundred interviews in 1884 alone. 22 No matter how controversial the interview may have been initially, this format was far too popular among readers for editors to resist publishing them for long. Arnold Bennett's How to Write for the Press: A Practical Handbook for Beginners in Journalism (1899) made no apology about devoting an entire chapter to "The Art of Interviewing." 23 Each of Bennett's five styles of questioning-the conversational, the argumentative, the interrogatory, the one-sided, and the descriptive-was designed to be a more efficient way of eliciting information from the variety of speakers encountered by the journalist. The Scottish journalist Alexander Innes Shand questioned whether such subtlety was necessary at all when dealing with a public who, contrary to James's notebooks, willingly cooperated with the journalist: "as a rule, we imagine that the accomplished interviewer makes his entry by the front door, and is courteously welcomed by his victim." 24 Newspapers and magazines benefited from the name recognition of a celebrity, who in turn received free publicity while boosting the circulations of these periodicals. By the 1890s, even those celebrities who once avoided the press began to recognize the value of making themselves available to journalists. Swedish soprano Christine Nilsson spoke of being interviewed at this time as "the penalty of celebrity" that no public figure could reasonably expect, or even desire, to avoid during an international tour. 25 henry james's "the papers After moving to London in 1876, James would have been well aware of the debate over the boundaries of journalistic inquiry on both sides of the Atlantic. The intimate style of news reporting associated with the "New Journalism" arising in Britain in the 1880s was at the center of debates over privacy rights. 26 While it has often been claimed that the commercial journalism taking shape at the end of the nineteenth century brought about a more standardized culture (or what Matthew Arnold deemed a more "feather-brained" one), Paul Starr argues that efforts to reach a mass audience instead encouraged diversification of content and style. 27 Banner headlines, illustrations, and interviews were among the most conspicuous changes to newspapers at this time; depending on whom you asked, these innovations were either sensational or progressive. It was the latter for American-influenced editors who encouraged audience involvement through an intimate rhetorical style, in marked opposition to the tradition of impersonal journalism in Britain.
The interview was a particularly effective way of making newspapers accessible to casual readers. Whereas for most of the century newspapers had reported parliamentary speeches verbatim with minimal attention to the speaker, T. P. O'Connor insisted that personalities, not politics, sold newspapers and that the best way to attract readers was through a "personal tone" involving detailed descriptions of a public figure's appearance, clothes, habits, home, and lifestyle. 28 New York World correspondent R. Landor's interview with Karl Marx in 1871, to take one notable example, sought to bring readers into personal contact with the man rather than the philosophy: "He has entered and greeted me cordially, and we are sitting face to face. Yes, I am tête-à-tête with the revolution incarnate, with the real founder and guiding spirit of the International Association." 29 One 350 nineteenth-century liter ature could say that debates in the 1860s over the anonymity of journalists were replaced in the 1880s by debates over the anonymity of their subjects. The British journalist Stephen Stapleton even described interviewing as a way of speaking about celebrities "as if they were your old familiar friends." 30 The interrogative methods criticized by many readers for being too personal were at the same time criticized by others for not being personal enough. Skeptics doubted the interviewer's ability to provide anything more than a superficial image of the speaker. The conversational format enabled individuals to describe experiences in their own words, and yet, as Pierre Bourdieu has argued, to consider life as a meaningful sequence of events is already to conform to what he calls the "biographical illusion." 31 While the interview has been accepted by many scholars as an authentic account of subjective experience, journalists writing in the nineteenth century were among the first to raise questions about the reliability of interviews. One contributor to Dickens's All the Year Round contended that the interview had less to do with realism than with fantasy:
As for verisimilitude, interviews are supposed to be pictures from the life. As a matter of fact, the supposition is merely supposition, for that is what they never are. If they were pictures from the life, some people would keep interviewers away from them with tooth and nail, with sword and gun-some of the very people who now welcome them with open arms. 32
This account dismisses any idea of a threat to privacy posed by interviews that can hardly be said to resemble "pictures from the life" in the first place. In spite of the pretense of spontaneous conversation, these interactions nearly always took place in accordance with well-established conventions. Even the most selfaware interview proceeded under the dubious assumption that a speaker's personal stories were authentic and valuable in their own right. When The Idler in 1895 published the symposium "Are Interviewers a Blessing or a Curse?" involving Stead, Eliza Lynn Linton, Barry Pain, John Strange Winter, and W. L. Alden, henry james's "the papers" 351
Linton for one derided the notion that a sequence of formulaic questions could capture experiences accumulated over a lifetime: "an interviewer comes in with a few superficial questions and a sharp look round on the outsides of things, and presto! there you are, in a few sentences introduced to the world as a perfectly understood and perfectly represented human being!" 33 The main target of Linton's criticism was the inductive method by which outward signs were interpreted as revelatory indexes of an individual's inner life. Hair color might be reported without embellishment, for instance, but furniture was likely to be taken as the metonymic expression of the speaker's mind, books as an expression of the intellect, and manners as an expression of the soul. The American journalist Rollo Ogden went one step further in declaring that an interviewee's reserve only encouraged him "to gather the truth from his gesture and expression, to guess at what is left unsaid," a method that makes for good reading but hardly makes for good journalism. 34 The literary interview was a particular problem for Henry James and other writers who sought to preserve the cultural distinction of authorship in the final decades of the nineteenth century. Arthur Conan Doyle, for example, once replied to an interviewer more interested in his private life than in his writing, "What has the public to do with an author's personality?" 35 Audiences were more interested in reading about the lives of authors at the turn of the century than at any previous point in history. The popular "author at home" feature ostensibly brought readers into contact with the private self, if not the creative mind, of a prominent writer through an intimate conversation conducted inside the author's home. 36 anonymous reviewer for The Bookman complained that the "Chat with an Author" feature invariably presented identical series of illustrations, including the author's face, profile, front door, library table, and garden. 37 Harry How's interview with W. S. Gilbert for The Strand Magazine in 1891 vividly illustrates such an attempt to capture the artist's genius through a sequence of photographs moving progressively inward from the exterior of the Harrow Weald mansion to a portrait of the composer in his study to a facsimile of the handwritten manuscript for "Tessa's Song," the closest thing possible to a metonymic representation of the artist's mind in the act of creation (see Figures 1-3) .
While most authors who protested against the invasion of privacy at the same time welcomed the benefits of publicity in this manner, James's refusal to speak with the press contributed to the mythic image of the artist's self-imposed exile from the henry james's "the papers" 353 popular culture of his time. In his entire career James gave only three interviews, and even those with outspoken reluctance. In 1905, during one of these rare occasions, James explained to the poet Witter Byner his aversion to becoming a literary personality or, worse, a celebrity author:
"May I add, since you spoke of having been asked to write something about me, that I have a constituted and systematic indis-position to having anything to do myself personally with anything in the nature of an interview, report, reverberation, that is, to adopting, endorsing, or in any other wise taking to myself anything that any one may have presumed to contrive to gouge, as it were, out of me? It has, for me, nothing to do with me -my me, at all; but only with the other person's equivalent for that mystery, whatever it may be. Were his distaste for newspaper publicity not so well known, James's opposition to the interview might seem to be at odds with his long-standing ambition to achieve popular success as a novelist. James's defensive characterization of the interview as an invasion of privacy in which the author's words are taken by force-"gouged" out of him, as it were-along with his comparably hostile remarks made in conversations, letters, notebooks, and elsewhere have encouraged the critical reception of James's fictional journalists along similar lines. 39 The shortcoming of such readings, however, is their failure to explain James's attention to precisely those characters most interested in reading about other people's private lives. The explanation given to Bynner might be taken to show less concern for James's "my me," the private self with whom the public has nothing to do, than for James's interest in interviewing is best observed in the way in which he describes the manufactured intimacy between characters in "The Papers," the last of his fictional tales devoted to newspaper journalism. A brief review of "The Papers" may be helpful, since this nouvelle is not one of James's best-known works. According to records kept by James's amanuensis, the long tale was finished on 13 November 1902 and appeared the following year in the story collection The Better Sort (1903). In his notebooks James describes an idea for a story about the contrasting fortunes of a cynical male journalist who never fails to get the scoop, and an aspiring female journalist who never succeeds in doing so. These characters later became Howard Bight and Maud Blandy in "The Papers." 40 ( James's own experience as Paris correspondent for the New York Tribune in the 1870s is the source of Howard's comment, "We do the worst we can for the money.") 41 The two interviewers regularly meet to discuss the parallel careers of Sir A.B.C. Beadel-Muffet, a Member of Parliament who has mastered the mechanisms of publicity, and Mortimer Marshal, an obscure dramatist whose only ambition is to appear in the press. The plot is set in motion when BeadelMuffet seeks Howard's help in disappearing from public life, only to watch the disappearance itself become the subject of further publicity in The Papers, an anonymous corporate entity whose name is always capitalized in James's tale. The romance between the two journalists becomes central to the story when Maud rejects Howard's first marriage proposal in Richmond Park while he continues to promote her career. Once the sensational disappearance of Beadel-Muffet is resolved to everyone's satisfaction, the story ends with Maud's acceptance of Howard's proposal by way of a kiss beneath the stars and an announcement of their retirement from journalism. James's journalists have long been taken to express the author's hostility toward the invasion of privacy by an increasingly sensational newspaper press. While there is no reason to doubt the sincerity of James's wish to be left alone, there is little evidence in his fiction that he saw newspaper reporters as in fact the greatest threat to that privacy. In "The Papers," Howard Bight describes the very opposite situation, in which the culprit responsible for the loss of privacy turns out to be none other than the public itself:
"People-as I see them-would almost rather be jabbered about unpleasantly than not be jabbered about at all: whenever you try them-whenever, at least, I do-I'm confirmed in that conviction. It isn't only that if one holds out the mere tip of the perch they jump at it like starving fish; it is that they leap straight out of the water themselves, leap in their thousands and come flopping, open-mouthed and goggle-eyed, to one's very door." ("The Papers," p. 548)
Where we might expect to encounter an unwarranted invasion of privacy in James's narrative, we find instead that there was never any initial privacy to be invaded. Howard has little need to extort information from these "open-mouthed and goggleeyed" respondents, who are well aware that there is no such thing as bad publicity: "What is the sense of the French expression about a person's making des yeux de carpe? It suggests the eyes that a young newspaper-man seems to see all round him" (p. 548). The very invocation of privacy would be out of place when referring to a public who fears cultural invisibility more than any other fate. Indeed, Howard is not an investigative reporter at all, but rather an interviewer whose professional success depends on the respondent's cooperation. Why James continued to write about journalism even after acknowledging that its interrogative methods scarcely constituted an invasion of privacy is a question yet to be explained.
What set James's fiction apart from other defenses of privacy at the time was its abiding interest in situations in which there is little initial privacy to be invaded. Despite James's outspoken concern for protecting numerous forms of privacy, his journalism tales are noteworthy for their attention to precisely henry james's "the papers"those characters least interested in avoiding the public gaze. Whereas earlier works such as The Bostonians (1885-86), The Reverberator, and "The Death of the Lion" (1894) raised questions about individual reportorial responsibility, "The Papers" directs its satire toward the eponymous corporate media under which the ethical deliberations of individual journalists make little difference. Numerous readers have noticed the shift in James's tone from the satirical treatment of journalists in his earlier works to something approaching sympathy for the journalists Maud and Howard. 42 Howard Bight's name may even mislead readers of the earlier satires into expecting the "bite" to be the journalist's own. "The Press, my child," as the journalist says to his colleague, Maud, "is the watchdog of civilisation, and the watchdog happens to be-it can't be helped-in a chronic state of rabies" ("The Papers," p. 586). This image of rabid publicity would seem to suggest that the press has overstepped its bounds as protector of society and become, through the very ferocity for which it originally had been employed, a threat to that society. The metaphor of the rabid dog is grossly out of proportion, however, in reference to the blasé attitudes of the story's two journalists. "Muzzle your Press," demands one client ("The Papers," p. 586), but Howard and Maud imply that the appropriate metaphor would surely be the gag rather than the muzzle, for it is more bark than bite. The metaphor is doubly misleading in attributing a single voice to a press that speaks through many voices, not least among them those in quotation marks. If anyone in "The Papers" is in a state of rabies it is the public, described in James's 19 October 1901 notebook entry as hounding Howard for publicity rather than the other way around: "they leap, bound at him, press, surge, scream to be advertised" (Notebooks, p. 200).
The story's pseudo-celebrities Beadel-Muffet and Marshal yearn for the very exposure that had always confounded James and that he could address only through caricature. These two characters in search of a newspaper have no greater wish than to surrender their private lives-or their very lives themselves, as it will turn out-in order to become personalities talked about by the newspapers. Far from defenseless victims of cunning reporters, they exhibit an appetite for media attention characterized as "the greed, the great one, the eagerness to figure, the snap at the bait of publicity" ("The Papers," p. 546). Howard's "at home" interview with Beadel-Muffet is just one example of the self-promotion intended solely to keep the man's name visible in the press. He is a distinctly modern version of celebrity, or, as Daniel J. Boorstin put it, famous only for being famous. 43 Despite James's visual image of the interview providing the celebrity with "a glass case all to himself" ("The Papers," p. 546), there is little sense that its pictorial conventions provide a transparent image of the speaker at all. Beadel-Muffet, who is present in the narrative through intermittent headlines alone, sustains his celebrity status by establishing himself as a voice to be heard above the crowd. The ability to attract attention to one's name through the spadework of soliciting journalists was a necessary skill for those hoping to make use of a mass-circulation press in which celebrity was insistently verbal: "The fame was all voice" (p. 547). 44 Beadel-Muffet appears in the newspaper with such regularity that he has passed from obsolescent content to serial form: "He was universal and ubiquitous, commemorated, under some rank rubric, on every page of every public print every day in every year, and as inveterate a feature of each issue of any selfrespecting sheet as the name, the date, the tariffed advertisements" (p. 546). This is the very idea of publicity that haunted the dreams of Selah Tarrant in The Bostonians, whose greatest wish is that he might someday be interviewed by the newspapers.
Although James's publicity-seeking characters share a taste for fame, Marshal's ineffectual desire for publicity separates him from as much as it aligns him with Beadel-Muffet. While Selah Tarrant would be envious of the serialized publicity accorded to Marshal by "Personal Peeps-Number Ninety-Three: a Chat henry james's "the papers" 359 with the New Dramatist" ("The Papers," p. 576), Maud's unpublished interview with the playwright at his Earl's Court Road flat indicates that the problem is not getting Marshal to talk but rather getting anyone else to listen: "She had described with humour his favourite pug, she had revealed with permission his favourite make of Kodak, she had touched upon his favourite manner of spending his Sundays and had extorted from him the shy confession that he preferred after all the novel of adventure to the novel of subtlety" (p. 555). The trivial details about pugs and leisure parody the invasiveness of the interview as well as its presentation as a revelatory moment: Marshal's camera choice is revealed with "permission," and a modest literary preference is facetiously "extorted" from him. The conversation presumes rather than cultivates intimacy, a condition figured through the eighty-three photographs decorating the flat. These images suggest that the playwright experiences his internal life theatrically, as though he were oriented toward an audience long before he had an opportunity to speak with the press. Marshal's sentimental response anticipates the intimate relationships that twentieth-century audiences would develop with personalities known only through media images, a condition described by psychologists today as "parasocial interaction." 45 The term approximates Marshal's own relation to celebrities as well as the position he aspires to hold in relation to the anonymous readers of his interviews; the scarcely mentioned plays are merely the pretext for personal disclosure. Hence his longing to be talked about conceives fame as a voice-"the great murmur"-that will compensate for the inability of the eighty-three photographs to speak ("The Papers," p. 602). A confessed need for "the breath of sympathy" (p. 556) from newspaper audiences suggests just how literally he takes the company of potential readers. Marshal serves as a cautionary tale when it comes to mistaking publicity for intimacy, since he never appears in the company of anyone except journalists. In fact, the sight of Maud's interview in Brains magazine elicits a marriage proposal from Marshal, for what better way to ensure daily exposure through the "at home" interview than by making arrangements with the journalist for it to become "our home" (p. 580)? As Marshal's proposal suggests, the professional transaction of the interview could easily develop into an intimate situation-or at least this was the fear of critics concerned with the growing number of women entering the largely male profession of journalism at the turn of the century. 46 The impropriety of women conducting conversations with men in an unsupervised setting was a common argument made in order to keep women out of the profession altogether. Interviewing itself was considered by many in the industry to be a distinctly feminine branch of journalism, for it gave disproportionate attention to private life. The "lady interviewer" was even thought to possess innate advantages over her male colleagues when it came to the work of conversation. For example, Arnold Bennett's Journalism for Women: A Practical Guide (1898) describes verbosity as a potential impediment to women of the press, and Frances H. While David Kramer has argued that the emasculation of male journalists in The Bostonians expresses James's discomfort with the popular press, "The Papers" presents a slightly more complicated dynamic through the reversal of both male and female gender roles. 48 Hence Maud Blandy exhibits the masculine traits of "the young bachelor" alongside the "comparatively girlish" Howard Bight ("The Papers," p. 544). The "gestures, tones, expressions, resemblances" through which Maud expresses her masculinity, and which are notably "latent" or "suppressed" in Howard (p. 544), offer one explanation as to why these journalists would be especially receptive to the outward signals through which interviewers are able to detect the hidden lives of interviewees. In fact, Howard's success as an interviewer appears to be directly linked to his feminine passivity; whereas Maud's solicitations initially go unanswered, Howard was "never more void of aggression than when he solicited in person those scraps of information" for which he is never turned down (p. 544). As the story's Shakespearean subtext As You Like It suggests, no marriage can take place between the two journalists until they are transformed into appropriately gendered personae, at which point the two should have little inclination to remain part of a scandal-driven press disproportionately oriented toward private life.
Although the ease with which public figures discuss their personal lives might suggest an environment of comfortable intimacy, the inarticulate romance between the two journalists needs to be understood in opposition to this demonstrative behavior. The oddness of the story's romance partially arises out of conversations from which the most meaningful words seem to be withheld. Whereas the story's celebrities instinctively adopt a rhetoric of intimacy with interviewers whom they have never before met, Maud and Howard communicate through the sparest of signs, which might be taken to be at the root meaning of intimacy. 49 Barely perceptible gestures across crowded pothouse tables in the Strand reveal a closeness lost upon outsiders: "So it was, that, at times, they renewed their understanding, and by signs, mannerless and meagre, that would have escaped the notice of witnesses. Maud Blandy had no need to kiss her hand across to him to show she felt what he meant" ("The Papers," p. 550). The messages intimated between the two journalists could not be more antithetical to the transparency of the celebrity interview, in which even the most reticent characters, such as Mrs. Chorner "overflowed," "prattled," and "gushed" (p. 625). When Howard and Maud meet for the first time since Beadel-Muffet's disappearance, Howard does not even respond to Maud's urgent questions:
Then she as soon felt that his silence and his manner were enough for her, or that, if they hadn't been, his wonderful look, the straightest she had ever had from him, would instantly have made them so. He looked at her hard, hard, as if he had meant "I say, mind your eyes!" and it amounted really to a glimpse, rather fearful, of the subject. (pp. Visual information is taken as verbal information by Maud, who translates Howard's look into direct speech ("I say, mind your eyes!") and then back again into a "glimpse" of a conversation that never takes place and whose meaning is never made explicit. Maud's conversion of Howard's expression into intelligible dialogue bears a conspicuous resemblance to the manner in which the interview deciphers conventional mannerisms (smiles, winks, nods) as rhetorical markers of interiority. The very legibility of Marshal's interview, which endeavors to make his inner life accessible to an audience of strangers, is in stark opposition, however, to Maud and Howard's manner of secret sharing. An implicit familiarity developed over time distinguishes their intimacy from the counterfeit intimacy taken for granted between interviewer and respondent. What the story designates as "the unspoken" (p. 591) between the two lovers might be taken to express the story's conception of intimacy as a form of speechlessness defined in opposition to the confessional voice of the interview. The irony of the story is that, in a plot devoted to the confessional manner associated with the interview, Howard and Maud's relationship develops almost entirely without speech.
A further difficulty in following Howard and Maud's romance arises because their dialogue is exclusively about other henry james's "the papers"people-the very celebrities appearing in the newspapers, in fact. The spaces in which they discuss their own lives are pastoral environments deliberately set apart from the Fleet Street noise ("boom," "bawl," "howl," "roar," "shriek") that ordinarily shapes their thoughts. In the idyllic quiet of Richmond Park, Howard's first marriage proposal to Maud would come as a non sequitur in the midst of a conversation about Beadel-Muffet, were not so much of their intimacy based upon the vicarious experience of other people's lives. In fact, Maud describes the otherwise desirable proposal in terms more appropriate to the rhetorical intimacy associated with journalism than to their habit of gestural intimation. Her complaint that Howard's proposal has "no form" ("The Papers," p. 573) resembles James's own complaint, made one year after the story's publication, that journalism is responsible for "a sort of pseudo-form, a largeness, looseness, and elasticity of talk which has flooded the country with an enormous sea of chatter." 50 It is easy to overlook the precise moment of Maud's change of heart as long as attention is given to the lovers' words (often little more than chatter) rather than to the manner in which the exchange of vows takes place. This attention to minute gestures suggests just how important embodied interaction, or what Maurice Merleau-Ponty referred to as "intercorporeality," remained to intimate conversation in James's eyes. 51 Although Maud's refusal stands out among the crowd of supplicants eager for Howard's attention, she eventually agrees to marry him once the two journalists have established themselves on equal professional footing. She does so without words, however, first through "the long look they exchanged," and finally through that most articulate of inarticulate gestures, a kiss ("The Papers," pp. 589, 638). The story's closing lines leave ambiguous whether what will appear in the papers is the marriage announcement or-as a reading in which actions speak louder than words would have it-the long-awaited kiss that seals the marriage.
Yet even a private language would be of little use if the dialogue continued to be restricted to the private lives of other Mrs. Chorner and Howard's exclusive access to Beadel-Muffet. For James the very act of withholding this valuable information preserves and metaphorically deepens the intimacy between the two characters: "There was more between them now than there had ever been, but it had ceased to separate them, it sustained them in fact like a deep water on which they floated closer" (p. 636). This final image of "deep water," an interiority whose depths remain hidden to the naked eye, is in stark opposition to the image of the interview as an overflowing fountain in which the more one has to say, the less one seems to reveal. It is an intimacy based on all that goes unspoken between two private individuals at odds with the publicity-hounding Marshal, whose supplicant pose outside the pothouse is what enables Maud to perceive the change in her relationship with Howard: "she fully perceived how interesting they had just become to themselves" (p. 632). In other words, the story concludes with two journalists who were interested only in the lives of others becoming interested in their own lives for a change.
Journalists appear to have been the least of Henry James's worries when considered as part of the larger print culture in which the interview was becoming the favorite format of readers who, if not yet constituents of a full-fledged interview society, were at least participants in the emergence of that society. One can hardly blame Howard for deciding that it was the public rather than the journalist who sought publicity: "Not that I suppose they don't like it-why should one suppose anything of the sort?" ("The Papers," p. 548). Newspapers were not so much an invasion of privacy as its compensation, offering isolated individuals the chance to read about the private lives of other people and, for the chosen ones, to read about themselves. "The Papers" is James's response to the assurance with which readers presumed to know a person encountered solely through print media. James, even after conceding the public's role in the loss of privacy, continued to be suspicious of the manner in which readers turned to the newspapers to satisfy needs and desires not met in their own lives. The lesson of "The Papers" is that intimacy with people we do not know is far easier to establish than is intimacy with people we do know. As the satirist Barry Pain observed in 1895, "Nothing conceals one's real self better than an interview, except more interviews" ("Are Interviewers a Blessing or a Curse?" p. 493). The press manipulates the opinions of its audience in a way best called into question by a fictional narrative with its own stratagemsmost notably the marriage plot-for manipulating reader sympathies on behalf of its protagonists. It is no coincidence, then, that James's fiction during these same years would take an inward turn, away from journalism's transparency and toward the subtle, demanding reading experience that would come to be recognized as modernist difficulty. That difficulty, it should by now be clear, comes in response not only to the period's popular literature but also to its popular journalism, namely the interview that defines James's own age as well as the age still to come.
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abstract Matthew Rubery, "Unspoken Intimacy in Henry James's 'The Papers'" (pp. 343-367) Henry James's "The Papers" (1903) was among the first works of fiction to identify changing conceptions of intimacy brought about by new communication technologies during the late nineteenth century-a time described by James as "the age of interviewing." This essay's consideration of the interview as a model for supposedly intimate conversation reveals how the public's desire to appear in newsprint ultimately poses a far more profound problem in James's fiction than does the relatively straightforward defense of privacy against invasive journalists for which James has been credited. Such readings fail to explain James's attention to precisely those characters most interested in reading about other people's private lives or even in having their own private lives read about by others, a problem best assessed in terms of interpersonal relationships. What "The Papers" designates as "the unspoken" between the two journalists, Maud Blandy and Howard Bight, might instead be taken to express the story's conception of intimacy as a form of speechlessness defined in opposition to the confessional voice of the interview. A number of conversations involving unspoken intimacy suggest that the lesson of "The Papers" is that intimacy with people we do not know is far easier to establish than intimacy with people we do know.
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